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~ '1 ~). 
During the first half of this.century it was general~y 
. . 
. , 
accepted that·. anti-social youth were sign~fic~ntly under 
represented among gifted individuals. Since the 1950's, 
the definition of giftedness. has gradua.lly broadened to 
. I 
include ~pacific areas of human ability otqer tpan general 
.. ~·: 
•. ~-
. ; ., 
' ··. i· . 
i~e;J,.liqBnc~ Ra'~a~tf~, )totew i~vestiqatc;>rs ~~~ a p'":esente~ \ :. / 
· .. e~"'~ence ~~ppo:\~~g ·t .h, hypo~~~si~· t~at··-~-=~-t!d indi~~~al!il ·. ··:-~ 
are ov:er:-r_ep?='esent~d . in ,a j_uv~nil\(_ delinqut!nt populat-~ofit~·~.:..___ .. . t ·:· i: ; 
· ' For' ~r pUrPose. oi ~iari~~ing '~he ~o~tr~ciic~o,; evi'!l.!rtq~ _ ~~ " 
about .the repres.entatlO'n of gifted p~rs.6ns. among iielinquet ·. 
,. . . 
youth, ··~ this study :~~xaminefi. three types: of giftedness in ·a 
( ~ . 
··sample ~ of .. you,ng male offenders, , namely intelligence, 
. .· ~ . aqaaem1c achiev~ment•, _apa c~:e.ativity • . 'l'he results suggest 
0 l -> ' « l . ' 
(/ 
~ that the reprase~tiona of ·qifted persons• among young 
- - ~ ~ 
maJ.e offenders depends upon the type of giftedness · phoa·en 
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.~ ~hi~ stndr -attempts ~f . dete/ine the incidence~ ot 
giftedness among delinquent youth jwhen bhat construct is 
' - . 




and· creativity. Intelligence i~ defin~d as a global 
' . : . 
I • I -
entity, the ov~~all capacity that . an individual"'rhas for~ 
'interacting ef~~ct:i.vely with his/
1
jher' environment~ This 
' . \ ' , _.· concept~ glo~~l .int_elligence l,has · been developed by Wech~r ~!f95B, , v11, 1984) , and~ ~imilar to Guilfo\!f•a 
' (1967) nio'del of: - it:ltelligen~, c~aims that many specific 
. . , . . ! 
abilities interact , to . /roduce the over~ll capacity. to 
unders~a~d aHd behavejiffectivel~ in the world. Acade~ip 
a~ility is defined- as the -individual's abllity t~ perform 
. ~ . 
the various tasks required by ~econdary school' c~ricula. 
Torrance's (1974) definition of I' creative thinking as a 
I. ' • 
· process of ~omlnq aware of probiems, gaps, in -knowled9e, 
mis:~~9 elem~nts, ,and s~,..on; 'then !Identifying tha dif~iculty 
.and searching f~r solutions by mak ng quesses ·or torm~lating 
' a~t testing hypotheses, is accep ed as the definition 6f 
creativity for·this study. ~he delinquent youth studied \ · ; . . ' 
· ... ~are adjudicated young "bffenders ·as defined by the Young 
Of~nders Act (Heathe;r, · 1983) •. The Act def1~.e;s them as 
I . ' . . . 
/ you~g peopte between the ages of 112 and '17 years who have 
I _fi-n . convi~ted of. offences ag~_inst. the 
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The current literature indicates that the extent and 
. . . . . :l\ • 
nature of exceptio~al aailiti~s among delinquents has not 
. \ . . . .. , 
been clear~y, ~·t~lish•d·. This is most evident .in the 
-area of intelligence where the most e~ensive investiqation 
has been done. La~ a and Witty ( 19 3 5) f .ound. only 9. 3 percent 
ot delinquent boys ·to have an .·IQ qreater than 120, where-as 
Kinq and Fularczyk (1981) repprted·that 20_percent of their 
·• • ' i 
sample of bdys who had :been ~n trouble' with the law ·had an · .. 
. . . . . . I . 
IQ greate.r. than 120. · ~uch . a ~iscl"epancy indica
1
tes the 
~~ed ~~r further research to help determine t~t.~id~nce_ 
~~ hi~h intell~ge~e a~9ng .anti-social youth. · / · 
. ..... . . .. 
· simi~arly 1 · i~ the arf!'a-~f· specific academic. ability 
' '. ~t ·±a generally ac:cepted that delinquents ara~less ablt than 
. . .. ~ . . . . 
\~air non-delinquent ~ears 1 although there is some eviden~e 
~0 indicate that some delinquent you~h may <,io very well . 
. . . . 
I '· . 
~.c\.demically_ ·(Glueck & . Glueck, · 1950; West & ~arrington, 
.. . . ' 
1973) • Aside. from such indications there has. been no .rese~ch direct~.d"' ~t· det~rmi~inq the specific academic--. 
' I • • • 
strengths of ~nti-aocial youth. on the other hand, research 
efforts ha.Je · yielded . aupportfor the commonl; ·accepted 
' . . -- . ~-~' 
no~ion that· delinquents are less able ·academically (Glueck 
. I • ' . - ' • - - . . - . - - - - . 
&··Glueck-: 19501 Rejlly & Bullock, 1979). 
- . 
'there. haa been very little research examininq the creative 
abil~ty· of diolinquent yOuth. This is' s~ew~~~urpri!'ing. 
when 9ne.conaidar• that a delinquent . act is in .• ome ways 
• ; # ... • • 1;,. 
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~~cepted way of doing things. some researchers ~ave -
I 
suggested that de~inquency may result from fru.atrated 4 
c~ativity (Jensen, 1975: Torranc~, 1962). However, there 
has not been enoug~ research to supl?o~r.refute any p~sition 
with reqard_to the ~reat~ve;abilitie of delinquents. 
' I 
In order tQ_ _develop more · effective educat'ion and 
rehabilitation programs for young offenders it is necessary 
. ' 
v ' ' -
to determin9 their ,-atrengths and abilitie~. · Generally, 
. • i,. . .• . •· ~ ; . . . 
there . has beren more fa4~ a tendency to identify weaknesses, · 
, · . . : . . I . . 
rathe:!'r.than. strengths in' this group. · If we are to help J 
. . .. ··· -
... 
'them deve+op·~ -posi.tively, we need to es~~blish · areas . ·ot 
I 
,; I 
ability where · theY'· are likely 1to succeed, not areas of 
• • I 
• • f • . 





picture of the exceptional a~ilities of anti-social youth 
' I 
left by the inconsistent a~d li•ited research needs .to be 
., 
I 
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. \ . 
RBVIBW OF- LITERATURE 
I(" 
This ~ review of the. Jlrterat~e . twill . consider the 
development o' the giftedness concept and examine the 
extent ,to which delinquent youth have been identified as 




. Wheri Loui,s· M. Terman .began his monumental piece, of 
/ . 
rese~rch. on giftedness in 1921, ~. a .9ifte~ i ndivldua;~. · was 
/ . . ' . . . 
considered to be one with exceptionally-hiqh intellectu~l 
. . 
ability as indicated, by a score on a · test .of ~ntelliqence. 
• ' t. "' • Te~an ~192~) desc~ibed as gifted any pefs~~ att~~d 
an IQ of ·at .least 130. The instrument Terman use~ to identify 
. ' 
his qifted sample,, thals~anford:..Binet,._ .was · .a · r~visio~ of 
• • ' ~ , • t • 
• 4 • • I 
~inet and Simon•s· {1914) original developmental scale ~hich 
• • ·i 
was ~eaiqned as a measure of qenerai intell~CJen~~· · This 
~ . ---.--
method of·detininq'qift&dness in te~s of exceptionall¥-high 
· general intelligence .remained popular ·until recent ·years 
6 even '! thoug~' the basis for an expanded · def.in1!1on was 
v u . " 
established re~~tively ·early by Thurstone ((1938). Binet 
. . 
him*alf ~oknowledq84 that full intellectual competency is 
- -
the reault ot the combina_tion of many speci~ic: mental -
procaa•u · ·(lOlatena, 1982). ~ . . 
. i 






















).: ·:~·· .' ;: ~· ... ,:,\·~T ·~:,·;r · ?·~ .. ·r~·:_7<:'· . : ·:~ '·, .:· ... ,.> ·.=· ·: ·· .. :t":'?:r'··f·.~:· ·, 
' . ~) 
Q!.' .. 
. ' 
.· . . .. , 
abilit-ies· when he did a fact~r .analysis ot tfte results of 
. . -~ ~ 
~6 psychologi~al tests. se~en <?( the~e ~rima-ry ~e~tal 
0 ~ . , 
abfl,ities Thur~t~c,o~sidered _ siqn'ific~nt, . ~w~ ~~. ~a:v4t 
tentative labels, and four were considered residual factors. 
Th~ ~~r-Ei si~niHcant ~actors .h~ label eli spatial; pfrceptual ,':~· . 
numerica-L,. verbal, word fluency, memory, and induction. This · 
. . .~ ' .. . 
.. , I " • ' • : • • 
was the f irsf' ,step tow a~ 'Efte-est~bl isl;l~ent of 'a .1 ti va~iate 
. model· pf · ·inte~ll~~-~ce_ in w~i~h : the i~~ell~~~ co~ld be · 
considefed to. be ~~lllPosed of . a nulilber of separat"e . mental . 
. . . . .. 
processes. This was al"SO the first step toward a broadened 
-~ 
. 
·conception of qift~dness. " 
• • •. · ) • • • 4 
.. , · · ;~s~d ~n t~e fac~or ~naiytic ~pproach · to,~fininq · 
. . - . . . . . . ... . . 
intelligenpe, Guilford (1967) developed the ~tructure-o·f-
. . . r . . .. 
inte~lect .. (SI) · mQ~~l of intelligence. T~is~Qdel is;--set 
up in ·a three dimen-sional form and. is based on the interaction · 
• 
' ' ' . ~f ~hree components; . co~tent, operation, an~jproduct ~ A 
J - • 
very aimplif-ied description of hqw Guilford's SI 1nod'e1 · 
) 
. ~ ~xplains the functi~ of the ih~e)lect is as follows: ari 
' .. · .'-~·· .:· : operation is· performed o·n · .content and produt::t · is··' tiM. 
\______ ' ,.... I . . • \ • ' • 
. ' . 
result • . In the SI model there are 4 categories of conteflt· 
, l'f • • • • I 
(fiq\lril, s}'lllbolic, semantic~ ·behavioral) ·, . 5 cat·egories of ' 
. . 
,f ; ·. •' 




. . ' 
' . 
.  · -;~~-
-~ 
• 




' 0 • ' • opera~ion (evaluation, · convergent;.. _pr.<?duct1on~ . divergent· ~ 
. ' . \. ·-
prciduction, memory, . cognition) , ~nd 6 cat~gories of product, 





~ ·.._ implications) ·. The interaction of these· categories creat•• 
I ._ ' "' \ ...__,.) • ··, , 
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.~ · <~P 
. . . . . 
. . 
.. ~ ' . 
.• When conaiderinq the implications of the SI mOdel, w~th 
regard to giftedness, one must conclude that, unlike 
. . 
Terman '.• · (~925) ~nt~ntion that an individual is qift~d if 
&/be h4a 'an exceptionally high IQ sc~re, an indiviaual m~~ 
be qi-rted in ~ny of. 120 abil~ty areas.1 Thus, · there are 
tb~ee · m~thods of. d$fininq ·qift~dness, o~e:_whic~ conside_rs 
• . ! . 
cn~y general intell.i-qence as . m~Jlsured- by ;most· intel;-ligence 
4 : 
teats sue~· as .the · ~a~ford..:Binet ·.and the Wechsler scale.s, · 
' .· · 
. . ' .• ' 
one. w~~oh· ccnsi!1ers · many .. ~pacific areas for potential 
• ~ "\.., o o • I ' • : ' • ' ' • 
gifted ~~' and·· one which combines the two previous 
. · appro&~\•~ &~d i.""oWl~at; _a · perqci,;- may b;; qlf;ted in· .
• • • t • \ # • 
. , gen~ra~ intelliqence. ~ndjor any of a n~er b of sp~cifi<? 
, a , • • 
areas. of human endeavour .and me~tal ability • 






" i~tlu~nce on rese·ar~~ a~d pract~ce ~n recent yeJ~ is the 
:United ~tates Of,.ce of Education· (U~OE) definition (Marland, 
0 
1972) • It states '" that a' qifted individual is one who 
' \ . : 
demonstrates exceptiona.ll.y hiqh performance, or the potentfal 
. - . 
' 
.. ~or exceptionally high perform,ance i~ jlny ~f the 6 following 
~ 
., c~~egor~es: .. 
.. • 
~ . general.intel.~ectual ability 
t -/ 
- ape~i~ic academic aptitude . 
-. or•at~va and p~oduotive thfnkin~~ ., 
- lead~rsh.ip. abil.i ty . 
-'visuai· and partorminq arts 
I 
. , ~. ~ psychomotor . . ," . . . . ,J. • • abilit:y ~· 6 
. q 
. · ·,. 
'•, ' 
-. 
.. .. ; 
_.. 
... ~ 
' , ; : :~!·~ 
. . : ;~~ 
. .: .. . ·.~ 




' '~ .... ·· .,.,.. ' . . . . : 
. • 
Identification ~f . the potenti:al for exceptional ability 
. '~ 
and the judging of exceptional performance must•be done by 
qualif·ied persons. 
. . 
- -- -,. The USOE definition is considered to be a significant 
• I 
step forward for the study of giftedness· (Gallagher, ~75; 
I 
l Khatena, ·1982). · :rt signified official recognition that 
, 
there .are many areas of intellectual involvement, other 
than gen~ral intelligence,· in which an individual may have 
exceptional abi~ity. · 
~. 
Renzulli (1979) found some problems with the, USOE . 
definition of giftedness, . 'ciaiming ·that the cate~orie!f- ··~re 
1 non-parallel' • Some,· like intellectual ability, ref&r to 
y ' 
pt'ocesses. Otrhers, like visual and performing· arts, refer 
- . . 
to product, or actual performance that re~ults from mental 
processes. Renzulli also pointed out , that · motivational 
and drive factors are .not considered in ·the definition. He 
offers a new definition that describes. giftedness as ·an 
.interaction among three factors f ( 1) above average ab.ll i ty, 
( 2) a high -level of task c~JIIlili tment, and ( 3 )_ a high. 1~\e.~ 
9f creativity •. Altho1qh -this definition appearS to be J.,~ theor~t~cally it :lioes h'* lend. its~lf· ~aaily trth~ 
establishment of qifted · abil~ties before- tbe interaction_ 
' ~ 
among the factors occurs and the excep.tion~l product is 
, . 
actually produced.. According to Re.nzull~, gittedness can 
only be iqentified in terms· pf exceptional .p.erforma.,ca 'in 
. la particular area of human et.ctivity .- Other m~asures of·· 
'• 
. ' . 
. ·, 
7 
* • •• • . ... . i • ·: ·. : ;. ' • • ' 
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giftedness must be consi'dered measures of·~ potential for 
exceptional behaviour. , 
----==--·~POI!'!tr~the -purpose of the presen~ study ~e USOE definition 
()t giftedness will be us~d with the exclusion of the 
. catecjories of leadership ability, visu.al and performing 
arts, arid psychomotor ability. ~iftedne~s wi11 be defined 
as exceptionally· high performance or the potential ·for 
• j. _, . 
exceptionally high performance, · as determined by qualified 
. . 
individuals, in any. of the three . remaining domains )of . 
·.· . . . . . (. 
gitteclness :· · general i~tellectual abil:i ty,, sp~cific acadeUdc 
----..--- . .: . . ' .. ,, . . . : 




.. al;)1:~tu~a',· · a~d creative and' px:9ductiv~ :thinking. · ~adership 
. .. ' . . 
ab~lity, visual ·and performinq arts a~ility, a_nd. psychomotor 
abi~ity are areas that have many measu·;rement difficulties 
(Rhatena, 1982), conseqqently, it' was deciqed -to not 
• inclttde them in this study. 
.. 
In ·recant years there has been · a 'reali~ation . and 
acknowled~~·nt tha~ _p~rsons who have exceptiona.l ~bilities 
are ·vaiuabla 1 natural • resources.· 
, 
These are· .. the people · . 
- ~ . ~ho ar,.,. most lik«!lY t~ discover th~ a~lutions to problems; -' 
' .., ' I • ~ 
B~Ch a&, lmll.&nding WAr 1 reSOUrCe depletion, J.'OllUti~n, and · 
. ' ' . ~ .. 
others that threaten ou_r survi~al. _ Xf we 'are . to c:o.ntinue 
• 
to·axiat we cann~t afford to·mi~s a~ opportunity to aid an 
individual'. to optimally' develop hisjher, e~ceptional ability. 
: , 
' 
_For thia reason, it iii a~ramely '· importaJ:lt that an·awaren&;Ss 
8 . 
'· . 
' · . 
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of the exceptional abilities or our youth, including our 
f / 
anti~aocial- youth, be deve1oped with a view to nurturinq their 
I 
. development, prevent:i.nq problems associated with qi:rtedness, 
a~d helpinq them :r,emedy their pro~lems . 
. Notwithstanding some quest~ons about the validity of 
his later research, ·Burt's (1927) trea1tise on delinquency • 
. ' 
documented the case of a "supernormal" delinquent youth. 
' ~ 
This boy attained an IQ ·score of 135 on the . Bint;tt tests, and 






. · .. ·:. 
\ ' -, ' demonstrated superior academic; achievement. Burt also r 
. . 
discussed anti-soc~al youth who had exceptionally stronq 
abilities in specific' performance areas, ·such· as . motor 
' · ' 
ability, lanquaqe· facility 1 · and · mental imagery. ·. Burt's 
. 
r . 
'early obser"!ations qive rise to questions o:r hO'f' prEfvalent 
giftedness is amonq del_inquents and in what areas they may 
have exceptional abilities. Although there has been some 
research directed at this question -(Harvey & Sealey 1 19 847 
Mahoney, 198 0) more is needed to provide adequate answers · 
to concerns beinq expressed about bright, capable, young 
peqple cominq into confli~t with the law, . (Jensen; 19757 
_. Ki{!9, 1.981~ P~rker, 1979)~. · 
J 
l . .l . 
--
... . .. 
~y .. a. · ~ . .. . . 
~{ 0 lo ~I 'L I f' - ~ ., , I 
Mahoney (1980) fo~nd, after reviewing the literatur~, 
that there is a lack; ~f information on qi~ted delinquents, 
we do not know their ~revalence or the areas · in which they 
I . . 
are qifted. Harvey and Seeley (198~) ·conclude that there 
• 
are gi~ted individuals in the population · ot anti-social _ 
youth bu't could not dX"aw any conclusions regarding th• 
• 
• 9 
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incidences of qiftedness • Both Jensen (1975) and Parker 
( 1979) claim that many bright, creative young people turn 
to ill'eqal activity after exp~riencing failure in scqool 
. . 
and becominq frustrated in attempt~nq to meet th~ir needs 
i~ .. socially approved w·ays. King (1981) . found that a 
sample of bright delinquent children perceived significantly 
less parental support·. th«:?-n did two control grou~s. . . · 
~ . 
. . When · review~ng·- the. literature on d·~Iinquency and 
giftedness one ~ust al~~~i~e ccfusidel:'aJ;ion to ~ f~ct 
. . ~ha~ .pr~bably ~ot :ali gifted adol~$cents who c~inmit c~fminal 
• • ' I 
.acts get caught. '· T~is· is . a lim-itation ~n any research in 
. ' this area since· by definition a qifted deli~quent could 
avoid detection · by the . author! ties. 
I -
Dalinau•nav and Intelligence 
In recent years there have be~n three r_evi~~s of the 
~iterature on t~e s~udy . of ~e,l-inquency and intelliqence 
. (Gath & Tennent, 1972; Hirschi & Hindelang, 1977; Mahoney, 
. . . . 
19$0). As Gath and Tennent (1972) .. point out, it has taken 
some time ·for the . delinque.nt with· superior intellectual 
·. ability to ~ttract ·attention. There are two · reasons for 
-.. --
this, one ~s ·that · there i ·s· a relatively small number of , 
. - - . --
exceptionally br}qht individu~l~ ·in any population, which 
makew- them· hard to detect unless one is specifically---. 
· looking for thelll • . · The second re~son is the pervas.i;.veness 
0~ the Lombrosian belief that mental and moral deficits 
\ 
.. 
·"~~> :·:t• -:~ ~ .. :· . ..-: ..... ·, · ·· · • ' ' .,. .. ~· 4 1 :: ·: :~:' • • • 's"' ~ • ·, •• •.:" ... - • •• .' ,4 :· • • :;- • • ~ ' • • • ' • 
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were closely associated with delinquent and anti-social 
behaviour. This a~t~tude toward delinquents as a qroup 
was supported by the early research that examined their 
-general intelligence. Early researchers concluded that 
. .I 
the major factor underlying· criminal _ activity was low 
intelligence, (Goddard, 19147 Goring, 1913). 
. . 
Interestingly, capla~ and , Siebert (1964), · in a study 
of the distribution-· of in~lliqence in the delinquents who 
- - . "' . 
appeared before the CUyahoga County Juvenile court during 
~hirty-four year period~ show that their · mean IQ score 
was so -~et:ween -1929-1934 ·and that ~-t increased --to 9~ .1 
between 1957-1962. They concl~ded that this increase was 
~ ~ 
mainly due to improvements in the methods of testing 
II {I q . • 
intelligence and partly due to actual increases in the 
\ . -." 
intellectual '\bility of the delinquent1 qroup. Merrill 
( 1947) , in an e~aminat~on of . 300 delinquents and -300 
conwo1s on the Stanford-Binet, . ·found · nq significant 
difference between the IQs of each group; hair mean J:Qs 
""\ . 
wE,tr~ 86.7 and 89. 3 raspectivel.y. Ei1enber (196+), in a 
. .. ·/. 
study of. 244 ra!!doml~ selected individuals w o· were admitted 
. . 
to t~e~. atanford House Remand Home. in ,Lond n during 1955, 
. 
found -a c1;latd.bution of inte1ligence te t ·scores· among 
. . . ~ . 
delinquents thl!t was similar to a 1'\0rm 1 distribution. ,. 
According · to the stanford-Binet or the echsler-Bellevue 
. . 
tor Children, 39.2 percent of his aampl · had an IQ of at 
. . . , 
least l.Ol, with 8 ."9 percent attaining an IQ of at lea1t 117. 
11 
. \ · 
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A survey ot institutions in Michigan, conducted by Haarer 
·--( 1.966), included 665 inf!.titutionalized delinquent boys who 
were assesse~ mainly- with the ~ppropriate form of the 
I 
~ ! 
Wechsler scale, indicated that 41,4 percent had an IQ _of 
120 or more. This findinq ,Po~s not differ from . data 
reported by Brooks (1972) on -the IQs of boys who entered 
. . 
. ' . 
.. training schools in LOndon during the period 1956 through 
. ' . 
1961.. Acco~ding· t-o" !frocks, the statistica of t~e British 
· D~partmrnt o~ Health and Socia1 Security' show. that during 
, . I 
this six· year· :period ·4. 4 percent of the boys had an IQ 
. ' . '-r''·i . 
greater th~n 120. 
. '<,) . - ' . -· . . ' 
· · After their. reyiew of the 1itera~ure,_ .Gath and Tennent 
( 1.972) ·- con.c1udad that· ind.i~idu~ls 'with \pigh. int&lliqenc~ 
. - . \ 
. a.re . not as llighly repr.esented in the· deiinqUent population 
-. . 
as . the;t are in the non-delinquent pcpulation. They cite 
severa1 studies to support ~~is concl~s~on (Eilenberg,, 
. ~- . ~ . 
1961; Gath, Tennent ., Pidduck, 1.9701 •Gibbens, .1963; Haa,rer, 
19~6; Lane & Witty, 19'3.s; Marcus, ' 1956; Mccord 5 McCoz:d, 
• 1~597 Me:t:ril1, 1947; Murchispn, 1926). Gath, Tennent and 
Pidduck ( 197 o) tound that durinq tht? period May to November 
• t 
19_6_7, - 7. 8. J}arcant of the boys referred to the London 
' Remand Home for psychiatric assessment had an IQ bf 115 or 
~ more. This ia leas ~an· the number ·.that would be expected 
• 
on the basis of a normal distribution, wherein 16·. 5 percen't 
~ould l:ecai ve _a score of 1.15 or above; howeve:t:", ~nl.y b~ys 
r, ., -:. 
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sample. 
Hirschi and Hindelanq (1977) sharply 
: ~~- f ~ . ~ : ,, · . . .. ~p·, ..:.· ··~.' .' :-.~~·~ ~~~ .. ~!. ~ 
' . :;·~~ 
... 
:'( 
theoret.icians in the area of juvenile delinquency for 
.ign9ring res~arch that has indicatEMl a high inverse correlation 





(1977) , the people who write the textbooks on crime and 
' . delinquency contend that de~inquents do · not differ from · 
the normal popu~ation in intelliqence, and this position 
is based on moral rather than scientifi.c grounds. The 
research J;"evlewed by these investiqators does indicate 
-- . 
that iQ is inversely related to delinquency .' ·(Hirschi, 
( ' . 
J I 19~9: McCord & McCord, 1959: Reiss & Rhodes, 1961). Th~y 
' point out that low IQ is as qood a predictor of delinquency 
as· is· low soa~o-economic status. 
' • 
- - - - --- --
.. 
Support for Hirs'&hi and Hindelang' s contention that there 
' " 
--.. is a causal. link between low IQ and de~inquency has been 
reported by several investigators (Moffitt, Gabrielli', 
' \ Mednick & Schul singer, _ 1981: Wolfgang, Figlio & Se~lin, 
1972) • .)o~fqanq et al. (1972) · looked at the iQ of 8,700 
. boys as measu;red by the Philadelphia verbal Ability Test. 
-
They found a significant difference in IQ between chrorlic 
offenders and non-offenders who were matched in terms of 
• 
their socio-economic status .a'nd race. · Differences ranged 
'. :' \. 
from nine points . for upper class non-whi tea, where t he 
' 
chronic offenders had a mean :rq of 9 ~ and the non-delinquents 
had a mean IQ of 100·, to fourteen points for lower class 
13 
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whites, where. chronic offenders had a mean :IQ 93 and the 
• non-delinquents had a mean l:Q of 107. 
Hoff' itt at al! C 1981) reviewed two Danish lonqi tudina~ 
Jf • 
studies which showed low IQ scores were related to delinquency 
reqardfaa of socio-economic status; ~us, landing support 
(to~e the_sia that limited inte1~ectual ability may be a 
. contributinq ~actor to delinquency. 
FUrther evidence· for the postulated inverse relationship 
' ~ 
between i~tell.igenca and· ·del.'inquency is presented :py west 
.. -- . 
and Farrington (1973) • They studied 41-l:""'boys aq~d 8 to :J-8 . 
yea:r~. over a te~ year ~ri~~' .'ttien~ompared ~he one-fifth 
ot the sample that became ~eiinquent with the four-fifths 
~ 
that did 'not. Intal.liqence, · as determined· by the Raven's 
Progress! ve Mat~ices, ·was report\d __ t~ be a significant 
predict! va factor r' in the occurrence of delinquency among 
this qroup. This is due"·to the fact that 20.4 percent of 
the boys with 7Q scores bel.ow 90 were recidivists, whereas 
. . 
on1y 2.0 percent of those with an IQ above 110 committed 
more than one offence. West and Farrinqton (1973) also 
point out that in their sample del. inquents were aicjnificant1y 
1 over;.rapresentec1' among the least-intel.lig~nt subjects: .!-and 
significa~t~y • under-represented • amonq the most intelliqent 
subjects. Ot 'the 102 boys with an :IQ greater than 1101 
. 
on1y 12. a· percent had _police co\tact. 
percent of the 103 boys with an IQ 
I 
having had contact with poJ.:ice. / 
14 
In contrast, 31. 1 
below 91 repC?rted 
. I 
\ 
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More recently there has been reseatch _which prompts a 
review of the e~ce concerning the frequency of high 
intelligence among delinquents. Hausner ( ~979), as cited 
' by seeley and Mahoney (1980), reported that from a_ group of 
285 particularly trc;nlbleaome, youths referred for assessment 
by the Arapahoe County Court, Colorado, 3 percent. obtained· 
a Wechs}.er IQ above 
1
120, and another 18 pe~cent scored .in 
' the superiqr ranqe on at least one o~ the aUbtests, 
·, In a study of ttie relat;onahip ~~~~e,Jn deli.nquency a·nd 
. • , I . 
such £actors as self concept, qifte;dru~ss, and percei vect 
' \ . 
parental . support~ Rinq ~nd Fulc:rc~y;k 1(1981.) f9un.d that :in 
-a- grOUJ? e>f. 2 (j -·sixth I seventh and eig~ I h grade 'chi~dren--who 
. ' 
had been· in troubl.e with the law, six, or 30 percent, had 
fn· I~ ab~ve 1.20 ~s measured .by th~ .ot.is-I.A!nnon Mental ~il'ities . 
Test. 
Maho.ney (1980) and Seeley and Mahoney (1980) claim ·that 
. . 
litt,le knowledge has been gained about the gifted delincntent 
~ . . 
' 'V I 
because the f.ocus of research has been on generai intelligenee-
. . 
as . measured by this or that test. They sugqest that ~he 
investiqatio.n ~ exceptional delinquents 
Nroader . appro~c}:l and should include a 
ability. .-ThJ.s research direction would 
should take ~ 
wider range of 
be more in · 1 ina 
with the mul tifactor model of intelliqence (Guilfo'rd, 
1.9,07: Thurst.one, . 1,gja) and the broadeninci:f definition '.of 
('giftedness (Xhatena, 1982 i Marl.~nd, 1972) • 
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not be accurate due to other abilities not beinq measured. 
~ 
It is qenerally accepted ~a~qeneral intellfqence a·s 
measured by . any' test is not a sufficient indicator of· 
gi~~edneas. Many ~i~tec!J individ~als . are missed by ~uch _ ~ _,:--
' procedure (Khatena, ~~; Marland, · 197 2 ; Renzulli, 1979) • 
'l'o discover those with certain specific abilities, other 
than qeneral intelligence, it is important to -test specific 
' . . abilities, and ~ analyze qeneral measures closely for,. 
. . 
specific abi~i ty contributions to the qeneral ability_ score. 
·Another di:f'ficu~.ty with the assessment of . . intel:ligence 
in anti-social yduth is the widely ·acknowledqed · effec~s of 
. , 
anx~ety l.evel, mood, deprivation, _and enviromilent · on 
· inteiliqenc:e test scoreq. Problems .with ·acquirinq accurate 
and reliable test results when one deviates very far from 
the norm ·aaJiple characteristics of - a standardized instrummt 
~mmonly known. Brooks (1980) refers to difficulties 
wit( underscoring on tests in sitpations of ·emotionai 
strain ancl environmental pressure. He_ questions whether 
., 
an individual who is examined in a situation ot detention, 
. ' ·. 
_. · which may be interPreted-as beinq ·hostile· and p\u1it!ve, is 
in a po_sition to understand ful.!y and res_pond in the 
. ma~er required tor the testinq process. 
Pringle (1.970) hae shown in ·her work. with 'children wi~ ·. 
behavioral. problems that a . chil.d' s &motional state may 
have a: great effect on test scores. She found· that 28 
. 
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• 
school. problems had an IQ of 120 or more, while the majority 
of them had been described_ by their schools as avaraqe or 
below average. ~ ( . 
Mahoney ( 19 8 o) concludes that although available research . 
indicat~!ll .. that .9yght individuals are less li-kely to 
.,6-?'' 
appear in· the de~ent pop~lation than they are in the 
general population, there is a g~neral shortage of specific 
. .... .. 
information about this particular group. "' 
Also relevant to this study is the evidence. indicating 
that ..en tests _of'\ intelligence, 
\.. 
delinquent youth perform 
bettef" on perceptual-motor task~ than · they do o~. verbal 
.. 
tasks, (Lutey, 1.977; .. Prentice & Kelly, 19 63; Wechsler, 
19iit; West & Farrinqton, 1973). Lutey· (1977) con!'idered a. l 
number of studies involving over 8, 000 delinquent subjects 
, 
examined by the Wechsl.er Intelligence scales. ·In 74 of 85 
I . 
of these samples, delinquent~ scored higher on the Performance 
( P) than the Verbal (V) sections of the tests. In seven 
. ~ 
of the rem~ining ·eleven samples, factors other than delinquency 
were involved~at could exp;;~e deViation .:from the 
indicating ·A real weakness in verbal skil.l 
P > V pattern. 
Rather than 
~mon~ delirents, their relatively ·poor pertormanca__on~ ­
._. verbal tasks can be interpreted as the result of poo_r 
p ~ 
educational backgrounds or a failure to utillz~ trieir 
"' abilities in the school environment. Aa early a~ 1956 
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delinquent~ miqht be 'caused by poor school• achievement or 
1 
, the ::-lack or abil.ity to use school.-related tasks rather 
than a deficit in .intel.lectual ability (Richardson & Sorko, 
.. . . 
.... 
1956) ~ Prentice and K~lly (1963·) interpret· the P > v pattern 
am~mg delinquents :f:r( this way and suqqest that the "true". 
intel.liqence of delinquents is not !ifferent from that of 
the general _J)Opulation. \ 
" 
Delinauency and Specific Aeadeaic Ability 
J:t is widely accept that ciel.inquents perform below · 
their aqe and' qra~~ 1~ aqulva1~nts aca'cl;,.lcall~. In 
this section the studies ci ed examined ·academic ability 
• • 
in terms ot. ·achievement in sec ndary public school curricula. 
In a cl.assic piece of research on juvenil.e del~queney, 
Gluec;k and Gl.ueck (1950') compared· a group of sao· delinquent 
' ( . . . 
bqys· with a:. matched group' of 500 non-del:inquent boys, and 
. . 
found tha~ · 63.6 percent ol the del. inquent qroup .were two 
or more years behind the grade .level. appropriate. for thei~ 
.  
aqe, as compared with 29.4 per~ent of the non-delinquent 
~ . 
qroup. · Thi• compares well with the. delinquents in Ei.lenberq • s 
(1961) aamp1e ~w~re aducat~~ . attar the . se~<;»nd world 
• u • 
War. Of this qroup. Ellenberg, found 66.6 percent to be two 
or more years be~qw the ~ expected . for their $qe. 
After analyzinq 188 case s .tudies of adjudicated• 
adole,oant• who ware administered the Wlde Range Achi.evement 
~"!- ' 
.. ,.p-=-··,..,:fut and the . appropriate Wechsler Intelliq•nce sca~e, / '' . 
1.8 
I o 
. ' . 
. ' 
Reilly and Bullock ( 197'9) concluded that adolescents involved 
,. 
in ·the justice syatem func;tion lower academically' th~n do' 
their non-de_1 inquel)t pee X.. .. ,; 







Tllere is,.? considerable amount 'of literature and researc~ • 
which indicates a •hl.qh correlat.ion between delinquen.cy and · 
~ . ~ -
\~earninq disability (Mci<aY. & Brulnback, 1980: Paremba, 
~975; Swanstrom, Rt;ndle & O~ford, 1981; Zinku\ & Gott~ieb, 
' y ' , 
~978) • . This -association may partially elq)lain why 
. . ) 
underachievment is an attribut~. commo,vly associated with 
.... ' ' -..;;.;; d~linquency.,.~. Swanstrom, Randle 'and 01!fcrd: (198ll 1!und that 
there were 3. 5 times more lea~ning disabled indiv·lctual.s in 
. I . 
the juvenile delinquent population than there were . in'. th~e 
0 • • 
~·' ~ 
s .eventh-grade population. 
According to McK!!~ and·. Brumback (1~80), e~ti~ of 
the prevalence ot'·· 1earning disabilities amo{q delinquents 
. varies from 22 to 90 percent; among 
. . .· .t 
the various research 
~ • I: •• .. 
studies. P.a;remba ( 1975) describes the 
f 
typica1 u.s • · deU.nquent 
. . . 
,, 
as' being years old with an :IQ of 95 · (within the 
i 
·I t • 
a.;erage ... r 1~) an~ f~nc~ion~ng . 3 to s. years below the 
exp~cteq g de placement for bis age • 
As Mahoney ( 1980) points out, gifted individual a may 
. . 
have a learning' ~isab1ility and as a result may be missed by 
.testing procedures " that are either done in a qroup aettil)'J, 
• . Q .4) • , . 
or are ba~ed on a composite general score rather than a .task 
specific score. 
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social youth do perf~rm wall academically~ - Al thouqh the 
~ . . : 
·-f.~ndinga of GlueCk artd Glueck (1950) show generally l?oor 
perfo~nce on the part of delinquents, the number of non-
~ l . 
de~inquen~s to reach qrad~ 1 ten or higher was · o_nly 1. o 
( v ' - . . 
percent more· than the number of delinquents_ to do so. 
. . . 
There were 3,0 del.inquents ·who made· it tb · grade ·1o or 
· ..beyond.' Also, ·Glueck · anc:l Glue"k (1950). found only L o 
'"'-percent of both groups to .. have excellent achievement, as 
. . ' / 
defined\ by . a straigbt "A" record in· the last ·year of 
. . s . 
school. West · .a~d . Farrington ( 1~73) . al'so found. that. a 
' . · aubiata~tf~l n~er of d~l'inqu.ents perfo~ w~ll · academi~ally. 
• • • , · I •' • • • t • • .. ~ • • • • . •• •' ',' ·, ~· . •• • • , · • l • • • • · •• 
ot the '84 delinquent~ they found in the-sample of boys they 
. •. • . . • . • . . . • f . • ·. - r;---.. · ' 
· studied· 22, . o~ · 26. 2_ -pe~c~z:tt.,, att~ined the high '_ or 'hicjh · 
' .. ' '1:)' 
,, . , ' ••, ' V ' I 
average · ~a~agory . of ~duc~t~onal · achi~rement. · ' The high 
cate~Orf of achievement was detin~d a~ entra~e to qrammar· , ' 
I . 
schools or the .· top . s~ree,lii~\ 0~ comprehensive .'schools (6 
' .· -: •• ·· . ... 
. . ' 
delinquents .raadhed this levalr; Hiqh averaqe was· defl.ned . 
: .. ~-.1. -Y':.;, ,~~~. ... 
.~ aa enrollment .. in·. the aec;~nd strea~· of comP,rehensi:v~ sch-ools 
·c 16 delipqcients or t}le t;op rlt;re~• _ r:Jf! aecopdary moclern school a 
. . . 
' . . ~ . . , 
reachea this laval). · . · 
. ~. 
·;.. ·might be ~xpected ·there is _;-esearch that has· •shown 
the del_inquen~a··-who do-- well academically are those with higher 
. . ' 
IQa. . ·In th:eir coJilpariaon of l.O.O average IQ. (90-109) , a~d 
\. . . . . . . . ·. 
, 100 auperior · IQ (120+) t~rat ofte~ders, capl~n an4 Powell, 
• • • ~ I • • • • • . - • • IJ. ' - ' . ~ · ' 
.(1964) foun~ the_ grade. poin-e- ·average of ~e superi~r -.;IQ 
. . , 
'\ 
group .~0 b~. aicp;ific&ntiy higher th~~ th~t qf the average / -_- .· 
·20 
~- . 
.o i .. 
: .· ·. . . :~ :·z~~~~ 
J 
. . 
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IQ group • They also found that 14 of·. the· aup~r.ior ,g;roup 
~·' ' I \ 
and none of the . average : qroup. were on~ ye~r a'dvanced in 
•.• 
their gr~de placement, and that 2 6· of the ~verage 'group i 
,. I 4 o, ' 
~s opposed to 3 of- the superior group, were 2, o~ more, 
• 0 , . 
years ·behind in their school ·placement. • Caplan and Powell 
J 0 t • 
use . a quest~ble rationale . t.o' suggest on the. ba~_is of 
• 0 "' ~ .. .. 
the results that tlie superior IQ delinquent ·may be· an 
' 
· · · ·overachiever, and 'the average IQ delinquent }nay. be ·an· .. 
·. · ~~ cind~·~achiever • ·· " , . 
Gath, Tenne~t-, and P.idduck (.19-76-) ~lso .present f'indlngs 
:)o· . 0 • • 1- - ' • :, 
to indicate th~·t · ~he .del-inquents who ~perforxn bes~· a~delnically 
' o• • . • • r 
. . .. . . ~ ., . ' .. . ~ . 
are those who score· high ·on t~sts of intelliqen9e~ They 
. . ,. 
found thei.r high IQ. groups 'to be qood · r~aders ~ho wer~ 
int~rested · in school and inter~sted in taking public 
exam-inations. 
. . . 
•, 
. . . 
' I 
' -
t ' • t ., 
There· appears to be no research- that has been directly · · 
• ' • I 
. aimed at:· ·establish!~~ the. incicie~ce 1 of delinqUent~ who are 
. . 
. gifted itt specific.· acad!mic aptitude. .Although res_earc.h 
. ind·i.ca1?~s . t~at . thi~ ~oup ~ ~enerally' performs poorly 
~ca8emicaily~ 'ther.e is a 'need to determine· the strengths 
' among deLinquents in .tpis area.· 
• \. • • J • ' 
Delinquency ··ancf creatiyitv 
1 I I \ • 
I .. I' 
If any IQ test. is used a~oije to de~ermi~e - qiftedness, 
. . 
.. 
To~rano6·:· ('1.-962) claims. that .70 ·p,ercent of our hi-qh'ly 
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Althouqh.extenaive .study has been done in the ·area of 
. . 
/ . ' 
.creativity by researcher~ like Jacob Getzels,., J.P •. GUil~ord, 
Philip Jackson, Joe Khatena, ~at~an Kogan, Paul Tor~ance 
a.nd ·Michael Wallach·, the incidence and the. nature of 
. . 
creativity among· anti-social youth nas not been determined . 
. . 
Tprr~~ce . ( 1962) :az:ld Jensen (1975) expressed some concern 
. . 
over. the likelihppd tha.t. ·y~utti who have . their. _creative 
. • \ ' ~o • 
potential frustrated in some way will..-' manifes.t behaviour 
. . 
'Problems as a · rtl&Ul t. · , Torrance (1962) . ·maintains that 
I . 
· . there · is a considerable amount of personal · discomfort . 
• • ~~· • ~ .. ~· • j 
associated with b~ing cre·ative, causing $Ome . individu~ls ' 
' • 1o I I 
.• . . . 
t.o repress . th~i~ abllities. . This discom~or~ arises from 
• ' . I 
the individual being a one-person minority, advocating. new 
• 
. ' 
· thouqhts and .ideas in a · B<?ciety th~t generally resists 
If the cr~ative individual is not able to aeal . 
successfully with the ·diffi~ulties associated with havi~g-
-
·-· this particular ability, &/he may (ievelop various behaviour 
p:r:oblems. li 
;. • I 
Jensen (197sr-cite~ research w"hich supports his contention 
' · . . . 
that the creative and .the delin~ent personality ~re 
. . ~ . ' 
similar. .: He . draws ~~rallel between the delinquent: ~nd , 
. 0 • • 
the Creative ~indiVidual 1 SUggesting th~t the anti.;.,S~Cial 
' . . 
.. . 
behaviour· .of the delinquent may be a ·ptisguided attempt at 
.. . . 
. , . . . 
·creative·· ••l~~expreas~on reaultinq 'from not ·being encouraged . 
. .. . . . .  ... . 
or racoqniz~ct ~cor . more p~o-social . atteJDpts. · . 
" 
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and· Jensen (197!5), one m-ight expect to find a relatively 
large n~er of highly creative individuals in~ delinqu~t 
. . " ·I , 
population .. To 4ate, only two studies have d~rectly approached 
, 
th~o issue of ~eter.mining the ~te~t of . creative thinking 
among juvenile delinqu~nts. 
· Kuo ( ·19 67) used the Minnesot.a Tests of Creative Thinking 
~ ' 
to compare the creative thinking of a ·group of 30 deli'nquent 
. ' 
' ' . boys, ~;-om the Children'.s Cen~er of washington, o.c., with. 
that of 30 non-delinquent · boys. His results showed that - , 
' • • ' ' ' I / 
non-delinquents. scored . higher .than did d~linqlients exce.pt ·/· .
~ . ' . 
on the flue~cy sUbscore,, fcir. ·.which there was 'no significant 
' 
difference betwee·n the ·. two groups.·· ' I 
Anderson~nd stotfer· (1979) .used the Torrance Tests of 
~ Creative Thinking to 'xamine tbe creative thinking of 32 
. ~·· .. delinquent boys ·on parole, ~nd 32 non-delinquent · .boys. 
. ' 
They found, as did Kuo (1967), the non-delinquents scored · 
. . It . 
higher· on ail' measu~e.s 'o:t verbal creativity. However, 
they founa· no 
· groups on the 
. ·, 
. \ ' 
significant difference between the 
• meel~ure of fiqur·al creativity, with 
two 
the 
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Becent Research -·~-For this investigatio.n, · the most :significant pieces 
of recent research considering gifted delinquents are 
those by Harvey (1981) · and Harvey and Seeley (1984). 
c . 
Harv4y (1981) developed a theoretical model to explain 
• 
• the interrelatedness of intelligence, creativity andL 
' . 
achievemept among gifted delinquents. . He selected his · 
s~le of 30 ~i~ted delin~ents by administ:r~ng (1) the 
·age appropriate Wechsler scale, (2) the Torrance Tests of 
j . • 
creative Thinking, and ·c1> the Wide .Range Achievement~est 
to those: who appear.ed to b,e. P.ot;~ntia~ly gifted among the 
-routh . who entered the Arapaho~ county (Colorado) Juvenile 
-=- ~ua_tice System 4uring t-he data collec:ion period·. Any 
youth who scored in the top 5 percent on any one of these. 
. 
measures was considered gifte~. App,oximately 5.1 percent I , 
·of the 585 youth eligible were gifted according to this 






H~rvey and Seeley (1984) c~rried out a . similar procedure 
. 
in which 48 of, 700 eliqible youth, or 6.1 percent, were 
.I 
determined to~e qifted on at least one of the same three 
instruments. 
These studies are siqnificant in that they appear to 
' 
be the first .to consider qi~te.Qness among delinquents 
. . .. 
using a broad approach, whereby 1 more tpan one· ·ability area 
i• meaaured. In both -these studies I however I it i~ possible 
• 
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representa:tion of tH1t\ actual number since a screening 
proc~ss was used in their selection. _P~t~tial subjects 
~ . 
were screened with the Block Design and Similarities 
'subtests from the Wechsler Intelligenc~ scale for Children-
Revised, the unusual uses and lines activities from the 
Torrance Tests of creative Thinking, an4 a questionnaire 
designed to identify talent in extra~curr~cular activities. 
This screening process may have caused some gifted . individuals 
.. 
tG be missed, and others may have gone undetected for other 
. ~ 
reasons; such as, refusal to cooperate in the study, or . 
being otherwise unavailable. 
Summary; 
It appears from the present review of· the literature 
. . 
that regarding the .abilities o~ delinquent youth, we have 
come from the generally accepted view,. at the begi.nning: of 
the century, that low intelligence was the gre~test cause 
• 
of crime (Goddard, 1914; Goring, 1913) to considering the 
possibility that, .in some areas, anti-social youth may · 
have higher abili'f.ies than ~outh in the gener~l population 
(Anderson & Stoffer, 1979; ·~g 1 & fularczyk, 1'981) • . 
Lutey ( 1977) concludes that most current studies · indicate 
that- the delinquent group is average or slightly· below in·--
/7', 
intelligence test· scores. still we have researchers 
(Hirschi & Hinde lang, 1977) who strongly hold the view 
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~e conte~tion of a high incidence of giftedness among 
.delinquents has been made possib'le by the acceptance of a 
qreater number and a broader range of · abilities in the 
definitions ot. intelligence and giftedness ( . Guilford, 
' 1967; Khatena, 1982; Marland, 1972). 
Given the contradictory evidence in the literature 
. - ' q 
about the i~cidence of giftedness in juvenile delinquents, 
it is difficult to predict the direction of the results of 
" \ 
.this e~amination of the evidence of ~Jiftedn~ss in delinquent 
youth. Under t:hese circumstances it~ is clear that additional 
·research ·o~- this question is necessary if ,we hope ·to gain 
. . . 
. . . . . 
sufficient kno~~edge to allow us to.optimally deyelop the 




















I The present review of the literature examined research 
which indicated that there was a smaller percentage of 
individuals with superio_;-_ intelligence among d~linquents 
than there was in the-general population (Eilenberg, 1962; 
I ,)o.. ' 
Gath & Tennent, 1972.; Merrill, 194 7) • giftedness 
has long been equated with high · scores ort 
. ) 
tests (~atena; 1982) !lie logical conclusion from such 





. Howev~r, the development of broader definitions. 
··, 
led some researchers_ (Harvey, 1981; Harvey & 
Seeley, 1984) to present evidence to suggest that there may / 
not be a significant difference between the percentages of 
gifted individuals in .the delinquent and the general 
populations; others (Anderson & Stoffer, 1979; King & 
Fularczyk, 1981) suggest that the incidence of giftedness 
am~ng delinquents may be higher than that for the general 
population. 
The research hypothesis for this study is that there 
is no difference between the incidence of g1ftedness among 
• young_ of'fenders and the incidence of gi~tedness in the 
.. 
general population. This translat$s into the null hypoth~sis 
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• in the sample is •qual to the occurrence of giftedness 
expecte~ __ in -a ,...normal distribution of scores for each 
---subt;;.'t · of the TorrancawTests of Creative · T~inking, ~e 
~tropolitan Achievement Tests, and ~e Wechsler Intelligence 
Scales, s~cales and subtests. 
It is accepted that the characteristic~.- bei-ng. measured 
are normally distributed throughout the general population, 
with means and standard deviations as stated by the authors 
. . 
ot the various test instruments administered. Also , it is 
assumed that the 26 subjects s_elected for this study are a 
~epres~ntative sample of the male, youn9 offender .population 
. ot Newfoundland. 
For the purpose of thls study a test score that j.s 
at, or above, the 84th p_ercentile will be considered an 
.indication of giftedness. This 1value is consistent with 
the criterion levels proposed by DeHann and Havighurst 
t1957), Gowan and Bruch (1971) and Rice (1970). 
Metho4 
r-
. sub1ectl: The subjects :tor this· study were twenty-six 
males ranging from 13 to 19 years of age, with a mean age 
., . 
of 16.5 years. All of th~ ~ubjects were c~nvicted of one 
·' 
or more of the following offences, break entry and theft, 
theft, property ·damage, or assault, and were involved in 
, -
the youth corrections ayatem of Newfoundland. 
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the basis of their availability and their willingness to 
participate in the study .• 
' 
Insttymentation: The Metropolitan . Achievement Tests: 
Basic survey Battery (Prescott, Balow, ~ogan & Parr! 1978)-
was used . to determine the subjects' academic ability. 
~is battery covers the gradc:N range from kindergarten to 
~ grade ~2, and .tests the areas of reading, ·mathematics and 
language·. 
The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking; F~gu~~~~ 
· A (Torrance, 1966, 1974) was used to measure creativity. 
This test consi-sts of three ·seJ?a~a~e ac~i,vit'ies: · Picture 
·construction, which is designed to stimulate ori ginality 
• I ' • 
and · _elaboration, and· Incomplete Fiqurea and Repeated 
Figures both of which elicit fluency, flexibili_t~, ·originality, · 
and elaboration. 
4 
Depend~ng upo~ the chronological age of the subject, 
. . 
.. 
general intelligence levels · were . measured by e i ther the · 
. . 
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (Wechsler, 
..-..~ 
-· 1974) or the Wechsler .Adult Intelligence scale-Rev·i se_d 
(Wechsler, .1981). Although two different forms of the 
Wechsler Intelligence Scales · were used, the Wechsl'e·r 
' M 
Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised and the Wechsler· -~ 
. 
Adult · Inte~ligence SC?ale-Revised, both these forms wert 
considered equivalent for the purposes of this study. 
Thi s decision was based on the general . . aceeptanca- of the 
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. ' 
hiqh coefficients of correlation between the two forms as 
.. 
reporte6 by Wechsler (1981) • 
Procedure: All tasting for the study took place between 
March and December of 1985, and all but three subjects 
were administered the tests in the order intell iqence, 
ac~ievement and creativity. 
The author enlisted the assistance of graduate students 
in Educational Psychology at _ Memorial ' University · of 
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CHAPTBR 4 
RBSULTS 
Table I includes the median, mean, and standard 
deviation of the samplf for the subtests of the. Metropolitan 
Achievement Tests, the~rrance Tests of Creative Thinking, 
and the three IQ scores of the Wechsler scales. 
Table I: Young offenders' intelligence, achievement, and 





verbal 90.50 91.39 
Performance 97.00 97.35 
,. .. --" l'lJ11 Scale 93.50 93.23 
lletropolitanb 
Rea4inq 36.00 38.73 







l'luency 46.00 44.12 
l'lezibility 51.00 48.46 
Origizaality 52.50 51.46 
lllaboration 41.00 4~.=- ' 
Note. Intelli g ence X = 100 B~ i:te~7~gence a Values expressed are ~ Values expressed are 
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The information in Table I indfcates that, when 
compared to ~ormally distributed scores, the scores on afl 
of.,the dependent variables are mainly grouped within the first 
. standard deviation below the mean. Also, in the case of 
' 
the intelligence test scores, the observed scores tend to 
• •. J, 
• be· within the accepteg, averaqe IQ range of 90-110. Klas 
~ ... 
( 1984) found that· a sample of 315 males referred to an 
. 
Eastern Canadian Universitf for testing with the Wechsler 
Intell.iqence Scale for Childr,n-Revised had an average IQ. 
of 95.19. Howeve~', it w1s decided to use the Wechsler 
scale no~ for compa~EQ~es in this study because 
Klas' sample inc.iuded · an unknown number_ of sub) ects who 
were referred because 'they w·tre thought to be exhibiting-
various degrees of mental retardation. 
Prior to testing- the statistical significance of the 
I I 
·null hypotheses·, it was necessary to determine if the 
I 
varJ.ance associated with the different intelligence t;est 
I \ 
examiners was significant. A one-way analysis of variance 
' performed on each se~ - of IQ scores, Verbal, Performance, 
arid Full Scale, ·w~th examiner as the independent variable, 
indicated· that there were no significant differences in 
. -· 
teat scores caused by the ~ifferent examiners. Table II 
' ' l~ta the F-valuea and their probability levels for each 
. ' 
' '· IQ variableL/~bne we~e _statistically significant at the. 
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Table II: F-value~ and probability levels for three, one-















Table · III shows the distribution of . score.& for the 
various sections of the three tests administered. Aa 
' o,., 
·w~ll, it indicates the frequency of standardization sample 
. . ... . 
scores falling,below and ab~ve~he first st~ndard deviation 
""' intervals · from the mean. 
" ... Also shown in . Table III, for 
comparison purposes, is'the expected . frequency of scores · 
for a sample ?ize, of 26 if the scores were normally 
distributed .. j ~ 
It is evi'dent f.rom Table III that the greatest number 
of "gifted" scores appeared on the Torrance Tests of 
·' Creative~ Thinking. Ten eubjects, or 38.46 perc•nt of the 
sample t«sted, s,cored htqher than' ·· one ·standard deviation 
-~ above the mean on at least one creativity subteat. TWo of 
those subjects ~lao scored at this level on the Pe~formance 
.. 
IQ, one of whom also s~ored high oh ·the Math subteat, and 
anoth~r who scored high on the Re~ding subtest. Since all 
. . 
. . ~ 
of the subjects who scored high · in other ar~aw also acore~ 
' . 
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· .-coring at or above the 84th percentile ·.on at" least 
... 
one 
-section of the three tests remains 38.46 percent. 
Table III: 
-
Frequency of obseryed and theoretical test 
scores above and below one standard dev~ation 




< -lSD -lSD X +lSD > +1SD ; 




Normal Distribution 4 9 9 4 
' 
·verbal IQ 9 10 ' 7- ci 
Pertbnumce IQ · 3 13 ~ 2 ·· 







. aeadinCJ 3 16 ." 6 1 
~ .~th 2 14 g. 1 
~guage .4 18' 4 0 
Fluency 
. , ___ 
9 6 •9 . 2 
F~exibil.tty 7 . 5 9 5 
Ori~inality 7 5 t· 6 8 
Elaboration 13 6 2 5 
'· . 
Nota. n • ' 2 6 for theoret;ieal and observed score distributions . 
. . 
In order. to test the significance of the null hypothesis, 
.' '· the p~obability of · ol;»tainlng . the n~er · of gifted scores 
obse":e.a ·for each~C::~iori of the intelliqence test, and 
each ·aubtest of \the creativity and achievement t;'ests, as 
'indicated · in '.Table III, was ~alcu1.ated using the formula 
for .the »inomi~,_distr~b~tion. Sirice the null · hypothesis 
·ia nondirectio 1, ·or two-tailed, the pro~ability of a 
• • t • • 
given number o gifted sco~es ·~~currinq had to be R ~ .025 
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\. .. 
see from Table IV, there are three measures wherein' the 
observed ·gifted scores differ. significantly from. th• 
~ . . 
number that would be expecteq; these measures are,· Verbal· 
IQ, Full Scale , IQ) and .Language achievem~nt. For all 
- \ • c • 
other measures the scores ciid not·· differ significantly 
,. 
~rom tnose val~e~ .. ass.ociated witb a normal distrit?ution. 
I ' As well, one of t .he creativi~y meastire.s, origiJ:'ality, 
. ' . ... .... 
approached significance (R = .027-9). 
. . . 
Table v shows the •frequer:tcy of high Wechsler ·subtest : · 
scale scores that were I obtained ):)'y _the subj ~eta. . As 
indicated, . scale scores' at lea;;t one standard deviation 
0 
above the mean were obtained in .five Performan.ce subtests . 
. ': Tai.G: ·pr"obabfl;l.ty of· obtaining the observed numb~r 'o: 
' . gifted scores ' in each area as calculated by the 
· • binomial distribution formula . 
Test 
·v~bal :IQ· 
Per(ormanoe IQ . 





l'lezibi).i t .Y· • 
· or~qi_nalitf 
Blaboration. 
*Q < ·.025 
' ·• 
~ ' I 
I ' I ,.. 
'.· 
, . ' ·. 
'•Nwll.bar of , scores 
~ •4th perc,ntile 
0 
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Table v: .·Number ot a~jects obtaining Wechsler subtest 
scale acoras at least one standard deviation 
above the mean. 
' 
Obj,ect Aaa811bly 
Picture COJipla~on . .. 
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I As it applies to Performance IQ, Reading and Math 
Achievement; and four area~ of creat~vi,ty, Fluency, 
F1exibi1.ity, oriqinality and E1aboration, as dari.ned and 
measured by the test instruments used in this study, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. From this 1·t is concluded 
that in these domains of gifte.dness there is no significant 
. . . . 
differ~nce b~tween the proportiori of boys in the del.inquent 
and nondelizjquent pop~lations who are gifted. This conclusion 
suppo~s ~ose researchers who pres~nt evidence to suqgest 
that there is no cliff~ende between the incidence of giftedness 
in the delinquent and .qeneral populations, (Harvey, 19817 
HarVey & Seeley, 1984; King & Fularczyk, 1.981). 
As it applies to Verbal IQ, Full Seal'! IQ, and Language 
achievement 'the nul.l hypothesis must . be r _ej ectad. It is 
concluded that in these areas there is a significantly 
smaller proportion of .boys in the delinquent population 
who are qifted, than there is in· the qeneral population. 
This conpluaion -supports the large volume of research 
which suqqeat~ ~h~t delincrJents seer~ lower on qen~ral 
tests of intelligence than . do nondelinquents, ((fath & 
Tennent, 19721: Hiracbi & Bindelanq, 1977). However, qiven 
· that .the Full Scale IQ· is derived from a combination ot 
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scores rely heavily on the individual's verbal skills, 
larqe1y verbal comprehension, both in the case of the 
verbal. subtests of the Wechsler scales, and the Lanquaqe 
I 
subtest of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. :rt is not 
surprising that these are the areas with fewer gifted 
\ delinquents, considering the .evidence presented which 
indicates that the verbal abilities of delinquent y.outh 
' • 
are underdeveloped (Lutey, 1977; Pr~ntice & Kelly, 1963: 
. .. 
Richardson & sorko, 1951; Wechsler, 1958) • 
~ . 
The importance of cons~dering specific abilities, as 
suggested by Mahoney (1980)·, when attempting to detect 
gifted individuals fo an:f population is also supported . by 
the apparent influence that verbal skills · have : on the ... 
results. Here is a case where co~sideration of Ful~ Seal~ 
... 
:IQ, al.one, in.dicated that there were no gifted or potentiallY· 
gifted individuals in the population, but when the visual 
motor skills were examined alone, as measured by the 
• • Performance subscale of the Wechsler s~ales, it was found 
' I 
that there were as many gifted subjects identified as 
would be~texpected in a normal populatioJ:l. Given that, as 
Glueck and Glueck (1950) found, youth who ·get in trouble 
with the law are disadvantaged socially and educationally 
through having ·more 'moves in their lives and a more erratic 
• 
I 
school. experience, the Perfoz:mance .. IQ and the creativity 
teats may be a more ~recise .measur:e of ·the actual number 
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With regard to creativity, it is interesting that the 
Fluency subtest was the measure on which the fewest subjects 
scored in the ·qifted range; see Table IV. This is in 
contrast to the findings of Anderson and Stoffer (l.979) and 
Kuo. (196~), who fo~nd Fluency in the non-verbal area to be 
' where delinquents score · hiqhest. However, the pattern ot 
creativity scores found ·hera is supported by· Torrance 
(1974) ·in his description of how the fiqural scores should 
\ 
be interpreted. . Torrance states that aubj acts w~o · score 
hiqh on Fiqural 'Fluency almost always have low Flexibility, 
,.. 
oriqinality, and Elaboration scores, while those who score 
. . 
. . 
low on Fiqural Fluenpy usually spend more time elaborating, 
and eXpend more anerqy breaking. away from the ·commonplace. 
This appears to be the case in the present sample in which 
there are, a relatively l.:arqe number of high Flexibility; 
oriqinality, and Elaboration ·scores. 
The findings tor the 'intel.liqence variables generally 
support the research literature on the 1ntal,lectual performance 










noteworthy aspects of the results . in this area. Aside 
from r• tact' tlft.t it . is the Verba~ aubtesta on Which th~./~ 
~elinquents score lowest, it is perhaps aiqni:ric~/to . _ 
- . . / . 
note the number of subj acta who attained the ~qll ·~~eat 
,. scores on the wac;hsler In~ iqence Scales noted in Table 
v. Three of the 26 subjects, ·or I:l.S3 percent, had at 
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that i• at or above the 98th percentile, and another five 
subjects,' or l9.23 percent of the sample, had at least one 
aubtest sca1e score in the superior ranqe, that is at the 
9l~t percEfntile. In a nclrmal. distribution only 6. 7 and 
2 • 3 percent of the popu1ation would · be expected to have 
l 
subtest sca1e scores in the superior and very superior 
. 
ranqe, respective1y. The actual performance of subjects 
in this sample indicates that a relatively hiqh -number of 
delinquents have the . potential for qifted ability in 
specific areas o·f performance. These abil-d. ty areas are 
. ' 
.. 
1arqely 'visual motox: as indicated by the fact that seven 
-o:t the eight a~jecta With high sca~e acr_e• bad a~ least 
__ one of ~hese scores on the Performance ~tion of the 
. jest,· w:i:h- Obj•c[ A;.~~Y being the most frequent high 
'1 score. Also I the two subj acts who scored high on Verbal 
subtests did· s~ on Codinq- which is largely a test of 
visual motor . coordination • 
. 
An overall. picture of the resu1ts shows that ·in most 
-areas measured there is no difference between ·the incidence 
. . . . . 
~~ gift•dnea~ in the de1inquent ~nd qeneral populationr 
how~ver, ·the results· d~ indiqate a trend · for you~g offenders 
. . . ~ . ,' 
to obtain hiqhe~ scores .on tea.ts that measure: diverqent as 
,• 
t • ~ • • • • ~ 
opposed _to converqent . -thinking, ·and on testa that rely 
mora on· visual ~o~or aki1la than on verba1 skil1s. This 
pattern· in the teat acores or the sample studied qives 
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delinquent.s one must _consider_ tests that measure divergent 
thinking and visual: motor skills (Mahoney, 1980·1 Seeley, 
1984) 1 Since theSe appear tO be the areaS Where anti-SOCial 
youth tend. to perform best. FUrthermore,· these are · areas 
that are not attended to by traditional qroup and individual 
IQ <tests. 
The pattern of teat scores found here is also predictable 
f 
for ·a delinquent ·population in liqht of arguments made by 
Getzels ,and Jackson ( 1962) .tlnd Wa~l:ach and Koqan ( 1.965). 
Getzels and Jackson ( 1962) claim that. individuals whose 
creativity scor-a is higher than their intelligence ·scores 
\ ' ; 
are more intellectually inventive and innovative, and are 
more likely to take ;ri!ikB and make unusual contributions 
to the g~oup. Wallach and l<ogan (1965) found that such 
individuals were in conflict wi·th themselves and their 
school envirol'm_lents, and that they had .feelinq~ of ·unworthiness 
and inadequacy. . Similarly 1 the pattern of scores for the 
present sample. ·indicates that exceptionally creative 
, 
individuals with relatively low ·verbal skiils· but averaqe 
• 
" or wab9ve aveJ;age visual motor abilities are frequently ~ 
\ Q.. 
found in delinquent populations .. 
. . 
T:tlere are implications for treatment that arise from 
this pattern · of test scores. :If 1 indeed, there are a 
significant nUmber or .delinquents with. high l'eval.a o_t 
:creativity and l.ow v:'rbal skilis .~elative _to t .heir visual 
. ' . 
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., 
youth should _ take this i)into consideration. 
/ 
What this 
means is that there should be more emphasis placed on the 
types of training and education that involve hands-on 
t .xPerience and allow the delinquents to use more of their 
riqht hemisphere abilities. success experiences in the 
vocational, trade and visual. arts areas would 'be more 
likel.y for youth with these abilities than would success 
~ . 
in the more traditional areas ·of education which place heavy 
J 
emphasis on verbal abilities. 
The success experiences that result from effectively 
utilizing one's ~ilities are instrumental in la~inq . the 
groundwork for a positive sel.f-image. l:n the case of the 
male delinquenb, the general good feeling. the positlve 
~ 
reinforcement and encouragement that result from the effective 
use of his abil.ities can be the beginning of a positive 
change in self-image and a consequent reduction in anti-
social behav.iour. 
The present study partially supports the growing 
number of research.ers who claim that there are a siqnif icant 
number of gifted individuals · a~ong our juvenile delinquent 
.:::-~ 
popul:atiori, (Brooks, 19801 Mahoney, 1980; Parker, 1979; Seeley, 
1984) • It also supports the widel.y a·ccepted belief that 
delinquent• are weakest in the area of verbal skill~, and--· 
. .• . \ 
it auqgesta that their area o~ greai:est strength is fiqural 
I • / 
I "' -
creativity. Parhap, the aoat siqniticant -conclusion that.._.· 
• <, 
can lle drawn from this atudy ~· that the incidence of 
42 
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' giftedness among delinquent,& ,is dependent Qn the particular 
gifts being measured and the particu1ar measures used to 
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